Rap fan lives his dream
Alling boy, age 7, meets hero, Ice-T

By LYZETTE M. LEAL

THORNHILL — Douglas Coleman, now 7, an original gangster, but like his idol rapper Ice-T said "You got to have a little gangsta in you to survive." He said, "I wish I could meet Ice-T." Before his concert at City Gardens last night, Ice-T took time out to meet the terminally ill 7-year-old leukemia patient.

Douglas mother, June Rosse, and his nurse, Lori Domkowski, accompanied Douglas from their home in Metuchen to the concert in Trenton, which was last night’s stop on the rapper’s “Duty Tour.”

Douglas “hit love,” Domkowski said.

Domkowski said that when she told Rosse about Ice-T’s concert in Trenton, they tried to contact Ice-T’s promoter to see if Douglas could meet the rapper. When they ran into roadblocks, they called the St. Jude Foundation for help, and that agency finally set up the meeting.

“Dad says, ‘I’ll do it,’” Ice-T said.

Douglas put on his cap, danced to his bar mix, Ice-T then put a baseball cap on that read “ICE” on the back.

“I see, Douglas, you look cool,” Domkowski said.

Ice-T said, “I meet fans all the time, but he was honored that someone thought he was worthy to meet him.”

Naturally, Douglas coasted on Ice-T’s arm and stared at Ice-T’s huge diamond ring. He went to the rapper’s dark sunglasses, his face, and then around back for the data on the rear, reading them for the photographers.

Douglas chimed, “He’s chill,” Ice-T said. “He likes it.”

“I HAVEN’T seen this smile on Douglas for a long time,” Rosse said. “I don’t know if I’ll be able to go on to do better.”

Roni told Douglas to turn on Ice-T’s concert later thatweek.

“I see, Roni, this is the biggest concert ever,” Ice-T said.

“I don’t know if I can do better.”

Ice-T said Douglas would turn on Ice-T’s concert later that week. "He can’t make it. He’s too sick" Ice-T said.

Douglas is 7-year-old with leukemia.

He had been treated with several medicine and spent at least two months in jail for crimes that the rapper was influenced in.
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Memory of Douglas Ian Coleman

(1984 - 1992)

Child of darkness,
Child of light
Little Douglas has passed,
But not without a fight.

Cut down in his prime,
So it seems
Another innocent child,
Robbed of his dreams.

 Came into this world,
Knowing he would not be here for long
From being brave and strong.

I admire your courage,
I think you taught us all a thing or two
That in spite of trials and tribulations,
Giving up is not the thing to do.

The time you spent among us,
The many things we had time to say
I hope will help ease the sorrow,
When we look back on this here day.

God Bless you Douglas Ian Coleman,
Fond memories will surely remain
Let’s pray that you like so many,
Will not have died in vain.

Patricia Storey

DOUGIE,
In my eyes,
In my heart,
You still exist.

I LOVE YOU!
Your Godfather,
Aaron